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The two-phonon infrared absorption spectrum of the covalent elemental semiconductors Si and Ge is cal-
culated completely ab initio. Besides the harmonic phonon eigen solutions this involves the phonon-photon
coupling constants, the so called second-order dipole moments ~also called dipole coefficients!. These are
given by the third-order derivatives of the total energy with respect to an electric field ~once! and to atomic
displacements ~twice!. In the framework of density functional theory, we have applied the 2n11 theorem to
derive an analytic expression for the second-order dipole moments. Numerical calculations of these coefficients
and of the infrared absorption spectrum of Si and Ge are carried out. The shape and overall intensities of the
spectra compare well with experimental data, even though some discrepancies remain.
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In recent years, density functional theory ~DFT! has been
proven to be a powerful tool to determine both the ground-
state and the linear-response properties of materials. Within
the linear-response theory in the framework of DFT, i.e., the
so called density-functional perturbation theory ~DFPT!,
phonon frequencies and eigenvectors have been calculated in
excellent agreement with experimental data.1,2
The extension to the third order via the so-called 2n11
theorem3 also makes the nonlinear regime accessible.4
Within this approach anharmonic force constants,5–10 nonlin-
ear susceptibilities,11,12 and Raman tensors13 have been cal-
culated.
In this work we investigate a further nonlinear property of
materials: Due to the inversion symmetry of the elemental
covalent semiconductors one-phonon infrared ~IR! absorp-
tion is forbidden, and the absorption is dominated by two-
phonon processes, the photon-phonon coupling constants be-
ing the second-order dipole moments. The shape of the two-
phonon infrared absorption spectrum has two ingredients: ~a!
harmonic phonon eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors and ~b!
second-order dipole moments.
First attempts to calculate the infrared absorption in these
materials have been performed by Kress et al.14 using ~a!
harmonic phonon properties from a shell model with phe-
nomenological input for the model parameters as well as ~b!
model parameters for the second-order dipole moments.
The second-order dipole moments can be regarded as the
change of the effective charges with respect to atomic dis-
placements. Ab-initio calculations with harmonic-phonon
properties from response theory and second-order dipole mo-
ments from frozen-phonon-like derivatives of the effective
charges have been presented by Strauch and co-workers.15,16
Here the coefficients had been incomplete: They had been
restricted to only second neighbors15 and some coefficients
had been left undetermined ~due to an incomplete set of su-
perlattices necessary in the frozen-phonon method! and, in
order to minimize the arbitrariness, had been set equal to
zero,16 also see Sec. IV.0163-1829/2004/69~4!/045205~6!/$22.50 69 0452In this paper we will derive an analytic expression for the
third-rank tensor of the second-order dipole moments in the
framework of nonlinear DFPT. To remedy the shortcomings
of the previous theoretical work we will quantitatively cal-
culate a complete set of the tensor elements, which describe
the interaction up to eighth neighbors within DFPT and from
these ~and from the harmonic eigen solutions! the absorption
spectrum.
II. SECOND-ORDER DIPOLE MOMENTS
The part of the Hamiltonian which describes the interac-
tion of the crystal with an external electric field E is
H852(
a
M aEa .
M is the electrical dipole moment of the crystal which can be
expanded in terms of atomic displacements ua
k(R), where a
is the cartesian index and k labels the atom in the unit cell at
lattice vector R,
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The expansion coefficients are the static polarization M a
0
,
the Born effective charges M a ,a1
k1
, the second-order dipole
moments M a ,a1a2
k1k2
, etc. The calculation of the polarization
M a
0 can be performed by Berry-phase techniques.17,18 The
Born effective charges M a ,a1
k1 are accessible within standard
linear DFPT.1 The second-order dipole moments are defined
by the third-order derivative
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duces the Fourier transform
M a ,a1a2
k1k2 ~q!5 (
R1 ,R2
M a ,a1a2
k1k2 ~R1 ,R2!eiq(R12R2). ~2!
The elements of this tensor can be evaluated in DFPT
using the 2n11 theorem.3 This theorem states that the
knowledge of the Kohn-Sham wave functions and Hamilto-
nians ~except the external potential! up to order n is suffi-
cient for the calculation of response functions up to order
2n11. In practical calculations, not all of the perturbed
wavefunctions but just the part projected on the unoccupied
states are calculated.1 To derive an analytic expression for
the second-order dipole coefficients, we follow the general
description given by Debernardi and Baroni.4 For the conve-
nience of the reader we repeat their final result for the third-
order change in energy with respect to perturbations l i (i
51,2,3),
]3E
]l1]l2]l3
5 (
perm
E˜ l1l2l3, ~3!
where the sum is performed over all six permutations of the
perturbations l i , and where
E˜ l1l2l35(
v
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Here, the superscript l i denotes the derivative with respect to
the perturbation l i , and the derivatives have to be taken at
the unperturbed ground-state density. The sums run over the
unperturbed ~occupied! valence-band states;04520vKS5vext1vHxc ~5!
is the Kohn-Sham potential with vext the external potential
and vHxc the Hartree, exchange, and correlation potential;
Pc512( ucv0&^cv0u
is the projector onto the subspace of unperturbed conduction
states; and
K3~r,r8,r9!5
]3Exc@n#
]n~r!]n~r8!]n~r9!
.
In Eq. ~4! the result of the 2n11 theorem is demonstrated
and to be noted: Only the external potential vext is needed in
second and third order, while the wave functions and the
Hartree, exchange, and correlation potential vHxc are needed
only up to first order. In the framework of the linear-response
theory, the derivatives are calculated self consistently via the
so-called Sternheimer equation.1
In the following we use the periodic part
uvk~r!5cvk~r!e
2ikr
of the Kohn-Sham wave function cvk with valence band in-
dex v and wave vector k, and the projector
Pc512( uuvk&^uvku.
For the derivative with respect to an electric field one needs
a representation of the position operator r in the basis of
Bloch orbitals, which appears in the first-order Hamiltonian.
It can be shown19 that the position operator r transforms into
the derivative with respect to the k vector,
rcvk~r!52i„kcvk~r!1eikri„kuvk~r!.
Substituting the present perturbations as in Eq. ~1! for the
general perturbations as in Eq. ~3! we obtain
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. ~7!V is the volume of the unit cell. The third-order exchange
and correlation functional in the local density approximation
is given by
f xcLDA~r!5d~r2r8!d~r2r9!K3~r,r8,r9!.
III. DIELECTRIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND ABSORPTION
CONSTANT
The infrared absorption of a crystal can be expressed in
terms of the dielectric susceptibility x. This is connected to
the induced polarization P by
P5
1
V @ME!2M~E50 !]5«0xE, ~8!
where «0 is the vacuum permittivity. For cubic systems the
susceptibility is proportional the unit tensor, and here we
restrict ourselves to two-phonon processes,
x~v!5
\
V«0
xaa
(2)~v!.
By expanding the polarization in terms phonon field opera-
tors for phonons with quantum number l5(q, j) ~with wave
vector q and branch index j) one obtains the second-order
dipole moments
M a
(2)~l1 ,l2!5
1
2NAvl1vl2
3 (
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k1k2 ~q!
ea1
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Amk1
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~9!
with l15(q, j1) and l25(2q, j2). Here, vl is the phonon
frequency, ek(l) the eigenvector, mk the mass of the atom
k , and M a ,a1a2
k1k2 (q) as in Eq. ~2!.
The two-phonon contribution to the imaginary part of the
dielectric susceptibility is then20
Im xaa
(2)~v!5
p
2 (j1 j2 ,q
uM a
(2)~l1 ,l2!u2 (
1 ,2
d~vl16vl22v!
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and can be looked at as the two-phonon density of states
~TDOS!04520D2~v!5 (
1 ,2
D2
6~v!, D2
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l1l2
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~11!
weighted by uM a
(2)(l1 ,l2)u2 and by combinations of Bose-
Einstein occupation numbers
nl5~e
\vl /kT21 !21, ~12!
which make the absorption depend on temperature. The two
different signs in Eq. ~10! refer to the so-called summation
and difference processes.
The real part of the susceptibility is then given by the
Kramers-Kronig ~Hilbert! transform of the imaginary part.
One now writes the dielectric function
«~v!5«‘1x~v!
in the infrared energy regime as the sum of the electronic
contribution «‘ and the phonon contribution x(v). The ab-
sorption coefficient is then given by
av5
2vn9~v!
c
,
where c is the speed of light and n9(v) the imaginary part of
the refractive index n(v)5A«(v).
IV. TECHNICAL DETAILS
The pseudopotentials are generated following the scheme
proposed by von Barth and Car.21 For the exchange and cor-
relation energy we have used the local density approximation
~LDA!, as calculated by Monte Carlo techniques by Ceperly
and Alder22 and interpolated by Perdew and Zunger.23 The
combination of the LDA and of these pseudopotentials had
resulted in phonon dispersion curves1 in excellent agreement
with experiment ~using the theoretical lattice constant!.
The integration over the Brillouin zone in Eq. ~7! is per-
formed using the method of special points on an 83838
Monkhorst-Pack k-vector mesh24 and using a cut-off energy
of 24 Ry. The derivative appearing in equation ~7! with re-
spect to k is evaluated by finite differences using the method
of Marzari and Vanderbilt.25 To this end,26 additional points
are constructed at a distance of 0.002A3(2p/a0) from each
k-point in the reciprocal cell in the direction to the nearest
neighbors.
For the summation in Eq. ~10! we have proceeded in four
steps: In the first step the second-order dipole moments
M a ,a1a2
k1k2 (q) of Eq. ~2! are evaluated for q vectors on a5-3
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high symmetry points against results which we have ob-
tained from frozen-phonon-type methods. The second step is
the Fourier transformation to the real-space coefficients,
which are determined completely up to the eighth neighbors
according to the inverse transformation of the one given in
Eq. ~2!. The third step is the Fourier transformation like in
Eq. ~2! of the real-space second-order dipole-moments to
reciprocal space on a denser mesh of q vectors.27 In a final
step, the summation over the wave vector q in Eq. ~10! is
performed by the tetrahedron method.28,29
V. RESULTS
At zero temperature the dielectric susceptibility is deter-
mined by just the summation processes, since the contribu-
tion of the difference processes vanishes due to the factor
nl2
2nl1 in Eq. ~10!. If the matrix elements M a
(2)(qj1 ,
2qj2) were independent of q and j the susceptibility would
be proportional to D2
1(v) of Eq. ~11!, which is shown in the
bottom panel of Figs. 1 and 2 for of silicon and germanium,
respectively. The summation processes have a cut-off at
twice the maximum frequency, 2vmax , vmax being the Ra-
FIG. 1. Si. TDOS with ~full line! and without ~dashed line!
overtones at zero temperature and imaginary part of the dielectric
susceptibility x of silicon due to two-phonon processes. The tem-
peratures are from top to bottom 300, 200, 100, and 0 K. The dotted
lines illustrate the contribution from the summation processes, the
dashed lines those from the difference processes, and the full lines
the total dielectric function. Note the different scales.04520man frequency. The close similarity of the phonon dispersion
curves of Si and Ge is reflected in the similarity of the
D2
1(v) spectra.
Since the overtones, i.e., those with j15 j2, do not con-
tribute to the IR spectra we show the TDOS with and without
these contributions; the most obvious difference occurs in the
~2LO! overtone region of the rather dispersionless uppermost
dispersion sheet of predominantly longitudinal optical ~LO!
modes. A wealth of so-called critical points ~spikes and
kinks! can be noticed, some of which are due to overtones,
for example that near 300 cm21 for Si.30
In addition to cutting out the contributions of the over-
tones the influence of the matrix elements M a ,a1a2
k1k2 (q) is to
give different weights to the various combinations ~with j1
Þ j2) as is illustrated by the difference between the two bot-
tom panels of each figure. A number of critical points are
strongly suppressed or even disappear.
Within lowest-order perturbation theory, the temperature
dependence of the susceptibility spectra is due to the Bose
functions, see Eq. ~12!. With increasing temperature ~up to
200 K! the contribution of the difference processes increases
much more strongly than that of the summation processes. At
higher temperature, e.g., at 300 K and above, the contribu-
tions of both processes are of comparable magnitude in the
one-phonon regime. ~The cut-off energy of the difference
processes is at vmax .) At high temperatures the contributions
of both processes are linearly proportional to the tempera-
ture.
FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for Ge.5-4
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coefficient of silicon at a temperature of 293 K. The shape as
well as the intensity are in overall good agreement with the
experimental spectrum of Ikezawa and Ishigame;31 see Fig.
3. The spectral maxima at approximately 600, 720, and
810 cm21 are reproduced. The theoretical intensity of the
maximum at 600 cm21 is smaller than the experimental one,
while the one at 720 cm21 is larger. In the low-frequency
range there is a peak at 390 cm21 which is not seen in the
experiment.
The analogous results for germanium are compared with
the experimental data of Ikezawa and Nanba32 in Fig. 4. We
find excellent agreement of the peak positions at 350 and
430 cm21. A striking difference can be seen at the shoulder
~near 270 cm21) of the large maximum, which appears in
the experiment but not the theoretical spectrum.
VI. DISCUSSION
Numerical inaccuracies may have entered the calculation,
since the second-order dipole moments of Eq. ~7! turn out to
be the difference of large numbers. However, since effective
charges calculated within the LDA differ only very little
from the experimental values, we believe the same to be true
for their changes with atomic displacements, i.e., for the
second-order dipole moments.
Also, the difference between theoretical and experimental
spectra may be due to ~interference with! higher-order pro-
cesses, since the experimental lower-frequency band intensi-
ties depend on temperature non-linearly at room temperature
and somewhat below.31,32 Whether or not the experimental
data contain contributions from higher than second order
could only be decided from a more detailed investigation of
the temperature dependence of the spectra.
The main dependence of the spectra on temperature
comes from the explicit temperature dependence of the Bose
factors. In principle, the phonon eigen solutions, too, enter-
FIG. 3. Absorption coefficient of silicon due to two-phonon pro-
cesses at 293 K. The experimental data ~diamonds! are taken from
Ref. 31.04520ing expressions like Eq. ~9! depend upon temperature due to
anharmonic renormalization. Since the anharmonicity of the
phonons in Si and Ge is small5,6,10 the temperature dependent
anharmonic shift and width can give only a small correction
to the spectra, which is far less important than the influence
of the Bose functions. This is supported by the fact that the
theoretical peak positions agree well with the experimental
ones, namely the IR as well as in the neutron spectra.
Despite the differences, our calculations show an overall
satisfying agreement with the experimental spectra. Not only
the general shape but in particular the overall intensity is
well reproduced without introducing any experimental input.
This is the main progress as compared to the calculation of
Ref. 14, where a larger number of phenomenological param-
eters is needed to reproduce the spectra with deviations from
the experimental data similar to or larger than the present
results. Also, the results of Ref. 15, even though from first
principles at the beginning, contained a number of arbitrary
parameters at the end. It turns out that the second-order di-
pole moments from neighbors beyond the second shell have
noticeable contributions to the spectra in the upper frequency
regime.
VII. SUMMARY
Summarizing we have presented a theory in the frame-
work of DFPT for the calculation of the second-order dipole
moments. The numerical application to the two-phonon in-
frared absorption of Si and Ge has led to a reasonably good
agreement of the theoretical and experimental spectra with-
out the introduction of any experimental input. The discrep-
ancies must remain unexplained for the time being.
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FIG. 4. Absorption coefficient of germanium due to two-phonon
processes at 293 K. The experimental data ~diamonds! are taken
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